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Pregnant emergency physicians have unique needs that may not be explicitly addressed by departmental policy or culture within emergency departments (EDs). Essentially, the issue is how to optimize the health and safety of pregnant emergency physicians and their offspring. The policy Accommodating Pregnant Emergency Physicians: A Guiding Document, which our department developed and implemented (Appendix), and its rationale and methodology are explained.

The changing physician workforce in Canada has recently garnered media attention. Emergency medicine is impacted given that the supply of physicians is dynamic over time, changing not only in the age demographic but also most notably in the proportion of female physicians. This is implied from national data from physician workforce statistics as there are no data for emergency medicine. If this assumption holds, it is fair to say that women are becoming a significant proportion of the emergency physician workforce.

There is no literature on the risk to pregnant women or the fetus during work in an ED. Existing evidence about shift workers indicates an association between shift work, particularly night shifts, and preterm births and small for gestational age infants. This is particularly true in the second and third trimesters. The literature on the impact of residency training on pregnancy also suggests an increased risk of pregnancy complications. Arising out of this limited literature, the Physician Health Program of British Columbia took the lead in 2010 and published Medicine and Motherhood: Can We Talk? This consensus document summarized current literature and made general recommendations to facilitate the discussion between pregnant physicians, their colleagues, and their employers. This report was discussed at the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) Women in Emergency Medicine Interest Group at the 2010 CAEP conference in Montreal.

Following on this discussion, we reflected on our local experience at The Ottawa Hospital. Women who had been pregnant in the early 1980s indicated that they had since noticed a significant improvement in the physician culture with respect to accommodating pregnant emergency physicians. Looking ahead at the demographics of our group, we could anticipate that many more pregnancies were forthcoming. Our current leadership cultured a positive environment, such that women felt comfortable disclosing pregnancy early, and it was understood that shift accommodations would be made near-term, but there was no policy or formal structure. As a result, we struck a working group to address the needs of pregnant emergency physicians. This working group reviewed the literature on shift work and pregnancy, including the Physician Health Program of British Columbia document. We undertook broad consultation with the other members of our department, including an online survey of members regarding their previous pregnancy experiences. This process illuminated multiple factors and resulted in recommendations spanning the prepregnancy, pregnancy, and postpartum periods (see the Appendix). The major principles underlying these recommendations are outlined below:

1. **Prepregnancy.** We found that female emergency physicians needed a general awareness of an existing departmental guide that would allow for accommodation during pregnancy. This would
alleviate much anxiety about practice concerns while pregnant.

2. Pregnancy. Early disclosure of pregnancy: A supportive environment was emphasized to allow for a confidential early disclosure to occur with the department head. The timing of this disclosure was to be left to the woman’s discretion, either 12 weeks’ gestation or earlier. This would allow for human resource planning and shift scheduling for both the departmental needs and the needs of the pregnant emergency physician.

Graduated reduction in physically taxing shifts near term: A number of physical challenges exist when competently performing critical procedures in the third trimester (e.g., intubation). Based on a case control study by Croteau and colleagues, we suggested stopping resuscitation shifts at 28 weeks’ gestation and stopping night shifts at 24 weeks’ gestation. This study demonstrated a reduction in the risk of small for gestational age infants when irregular shift work, lifting heavy loads, and highly psychologically demanding work were eliminated at 24 weeks of pregnancy. We also recommended that shift volume be reduced by 25% during the third trimester and that shifts be limited to daytime and ambulatory care shifts in the last 4 weeks of clinical work.

Working conditions: Emergency medicine comes with attendant risks of exposure to infectious agents, which may not be known at the time of presentation. We recommended that pregnant emergency physicians consider requesting their serum titres of immunity to varicella and parvovirus B19. Although not a guarantee of protection, this may assuage unforeseen postexposure concerns. When possible, it would be ideal for another emergency physician on duty at the time to evaluate the very ill febrile patient or the undifferentiated rash.

3. Maternity leave. It was acknowledged that, historically, many female physicians have taken very brief maternity leaves (2–4 months). We highlighted awareness of provincial medical association parental leave benefits (ranging from 15 weeks in British Columbia, to 17 weeks in Ontario, to 20 weeks in Saskatchewan). No specific duration of maternity leave was recommended, although it was noted that it was variable within our group but growing longer. In most cases, it was not the 52 weeks that is the national norm.

4. Returning to work in the postnatal period. Graduated increase in shifts: We found that starting a return to work with a night shift or a resuscitation shift was not ideal. Some returning emergency physicians may wish to initially work part-time until child care arrangements are well established. The first 2 weeks of return to work should not include night shifts and should begin in ambulatory care (or urgent care). We suggested that returning emergency physicians consider undertaking a practical clinical procedural skills refresher (either via a simulation centre or a continuing medical education course). A private space close to the ED was made available for mothers who wished to pump breast milk while on shift.

The issue of how to accommodate pregnant emergency physicians is of national relevance and increasingly will become an active issue for all EDs. We encourage Canadian EDs to engage in an open dialogue on what their departmental needs are and consider policy development in this area. The time is right for dialogue on this issue at a national level. A national survey of Canadian emergency physicians on the topic of accommodating women in pregnancy and physicians who are parents is complete and analysis is under way (Dr. Jennifer Williams, personal communication, 2012). Once data are available on emergency physicians’ perceived needs around this issue, we would urge the CAEP to consider a position statement to help Canadian EDs move forward.
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